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Course information sheet 
 
Nature Prints  
 
Date: Sat 21 & Sun 22 March (two-day course) 
 
Time: 11:00 – 18:00 
 
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
 
What will be covered? 
 
This two day course will take you through techniques of hand-printing from natural objects.  
 
The two main processes are: Gyotaku, the Japanese art of fish printing direct using real fish or 
other sea specimens e.g. sea bream, sea bass, plaice (any kind of ‘scaly’ fish) squid, clam 
shells. Takuhon – Chinese/Japanese pad-printing: an indirect method of printing where 
brushes and silk-covered pads are used to mould the Chinese (gasenshi) paper onto the 
surface of the block. Separate pads are then used to apply inks.  
 
On the first day (Saturday) there will be demonstrations of different ways of using these 
techniques, and examples and natural objects will be provided for you to practise on.  
  
A selection of polymer fish and sea creatures will be available to print from on the first day but 
you can bring along your own real fish on the second day if so desired. 
 
You will learn how to prepare tools and materials, and make Tampo pads for applying ink.  
  
You will use water-based inks in order to create beautiful prints from a range of different relief 
surfaces provided.   No press is required.  
 
On the second day we will use the skills learned to make sculptural paper objects and  
multicolour prints. Using the experience from the first day, you may want to bring in your own 
selection of surfaces to print. 
 
What should I bring? All essential materials will be provided. However, you may want to 
bring any natural objects you would like to take a print from on the second day. This could 
include an ungutted (if possible) fish or sea specimen if you want. 

 
What Should I Expect? 
 
No previous art experience is needed, and having booked your place, you can simply turn up 
on the day  
 

What should I wear? Old clothes (inks used may not wash out of clothes) and suitable shoes 
(no sandals or open-toed shoes). We provide aprons and vinyl gloves.  
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There will be a short session at the end of the day for feedback and discussion. You will also 
be offered the opportunity to give written feedback. 
 
 
 
 

 


